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For each SEL skill listed, practice using
it in your everyday life (example: in
class, at home, working on a project,
on the bus, while eating). 

After you practiced/used the skill,
write or draw what happened and
what you learned. 

Share your experience with your
camp counselor. They will give you a
stamp for practicing that skill. 

When you have all EIGHT stamps,
take a moment to congratulate
yourself. You will then be entered in
a raffle to win a prize.
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Foundational Skills
Identity

Strong sense of "who I am" and recognizing where
I hold power and privilege; grounded in my core
values; honor my culture(s); and have empathy for
others and myself.

Belonging
When I belong, my racial, cultural and intersecting
identities are welcomed, valued, represented and
celebrated. When I belong, I feel motivated to be
and to do my personal best.

Agency
Youth practice the skills they need to move through
their intersecting communities in an authentic way
so that they can dismantle oppressive systems and
build a more equitable future.



Self-Awareness

Make accurate statements about events in my life - Teach
another person to do something - Ask questions to clarify

what I did not understand - Show an awareness of my
personal strengths - Ask somebody for feedback - Describe

how I was feeling - Give an opinion when asked



Self Management

Pay attention - Wait for my turn - Focus on a task despite a
distraction - Act comfortable in a new situation - Perform
things in order - Think before I act - Pass up something I
wanted - Accept another choice - Stay calm when faced
with a challenge - adjust to changes in plans and setting



Decision Making

Follow the example of a positive role model - Accept
responsibility for what I did - Show good judgment - Seek
advice - Learn from experience - Follow the advice of a
trusted adult - Show you can decide between right and

wrong - Use available resources to solve a problem



Social Awareness

Cope well with insults and mean comments - Get along with
different types of people - Act respectfully in a game -

Respect another person's opinions - Resolve a disagreement
- Share with others - Forgive somebody - Cooperate with

peers or siblings - Contribute to group effort



Relationship Skills

Compliment or congratulate somebody - Do something nice
for somebody - Show appreciation of others - Greet a person
in a polite way - attract positive attention - express concern
for another person - make suggestions in a polite way - offer

to help somebody - respond to another's feelings



Goal Directed
Behavior

Keep trying when unsuccessful - Take steps to achieve goals
- Try do my best - Seek out more information - Do things

independently - Ask for more responsibilities - Show
creativity in completing a task - Seek out challenging tasks -

Work hard on projects



Optimistic Thinking

Carry myself with confidence - Say good things about myself
- Speak about positive things - Look forward to classes or

activities - Say good things about my classmates - Say good
things about the future - Express high expectations for

myself



Personal
Responsibility

Remember important information - Handle my things with
care - Serve an important role at home/school - Encourage
positive behavior in others - Prepare for upcoming events -
Do tasks or chores without being reminded - Act as a leader

- Get things done in a timely fashion - Follow the rules
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